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Fig. 1: The proposed end-to-end visual navigation deployment pipeline. When applying the end-to-end visual-based
driving policy in real-time, an image from the mounted sensor is first translated to the training domain under various
conditions through a stochastic generator. An uncertainty-aware imitation learning policy forward processes all the
transferred images to output actions with uncertainties. The uncertainty can be used to refer to the most certain action.
Abstract—End-to-end visual-based imitation learning has
been widely applied in autonomous driving. When deploy-
ing the trained visual-based driving policy, a deterministic
command is usually directly applied without considering the
uncertainty of the input data. Such kind of policies may
bring dramatical damage when applied in the real world.
In this paper, we follow the recent real-to-sim pipeline by
translating the testing world image back to the training
domain when using the trained policy. In the translating
process, a stochastic generator is used to generate various
images stylized under the training domain randomly or
directionally. Based on those translated images, the trained
uncertainty-aware imitation learning policy would output
both the predicted action and the data uncertainty motivated
by the aleatoric loss function. Through the uncertainty-aware
imitation learning policy, we can easily choose the safest one
with the lowest uncertainty among the generated images.
Experiments in the Carla navigation benchmark show that
our strategy outperforms previous methods, especially in
dynamic environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
End-to-end visual-based driving has received various
interest from both the deep reinforcement learning [1], [2]
and imitation learning [3] perspectives. In this paper, we
mainly consider visual-based imitation learning, where a
model is trained to guide a vehicle behaving similarly to
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a human demonstrator based on visual information. As
a model-free method, raw visual information and other
related measurements are taken as the input of a deep
model, which is commonly a deep convolutional neural
network (CNN) model. The deep model then outputs
control commands directly, like steering and acceleration.
It has been successfully applied in both indoor navigation
[4] and outdoor autonomous driving [3].
Though learning-based methods have achieved many
breakthroughs for autonomous driving and mobile robot
navigation, the uncertainty is rarely considered when de-
ploying the trained policy. However, uncertainty is critical
for robotics decision making. Unlike other pure perception
scenarios, where higher uncertainty of the prediction may
influence the accuracy of a segmentation mask or output
an incorrect classification result, the uncertain decision in
autonomous driving endangers the safety of vehicles or
even human lives. Thus, we should not always assume that
the output of the deep model is accurate. Knowing what a
model does not understand is an essential part, especially
for autonomous driving under dynamic environments and
interacting with pedestrians and vehicles.
When arranging the policy in the testing world, like the
real world, a common pipeline is translating the visual
input from the real world back to the training simulation
environment [2], [5] through a generative adversarial net-
work (GAN). Most of the previous works have focused on
image-to-image transfer through a deterministic generator.
However, the imitation learning policy is usually trained
in a multi-domain environment with various conditions for
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better generalization. Thus, for a deterministic translation,
the problem is which training scenario should we transfer
the real-world image to. In this paper, we extend this
pipeline to generate various translated images with training
data styles through multimodal cross-domain mapping. To
generate the transferred images, we can randomly sample
style codes from a normal distribution or directionally
encode the provided style images from the training domain.
The content code is extracted from the real-world image
collected from the mounted sensor in real-time. A decoder
would take the content code and style codes as input to
generate various stylized images.
Naturally, we can predict the actions and uncertainties of
all the translated images through the proposed uncertainty-
aware imitation learning network. Among the generated
images, the most certain one will be considered to deploy
to the agent.
We list the main contributions of our work as follows:
• We transfer the real driving image back to diverse im-
ages stylized under the familiar training environment
through a stochastic generator so that the decision is
made through multiple alternate options.
• The uncertainty-aware imitation learning network pro-
vides a considerable way to make driving decisions,
which improves the safety of autonomous driving,
especially in dynamic environments.
• We explain the aleatoric uncertainty from the view of
the noisily labelled data samples.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we review related works in end-to-
end driving, uncertainty-aware decision making and visual
domain adaptation.
A. End-to-end Driving
Traditional visual-based strategies in autonomous driv-
ing and robot navigation, traditional methods firstly recog-
nise relevant objects from visual inputs, including pedes-
trians, traffic lights, lanes, and cars. That information is
considered to make the final driving decisions based on
manually designed rules [6]. Recently, benefits from the
excellent approximation ability of deep neural networks,
end-to-end methods have become more and more popular
in vision-based navigation.
Tai et al. [4] used deep convolutional neural networks to
map depth images to steering commands so that the agent
can make meaningful decisions like a human demonstrator
in an indoor corridor environment. A similar framework
was also successfully applied in a forest trail scenario to
navigate a flying platform for obstacle avoidance [7]. They
also considered softly combining all the discrete commands
based on the weighted outputs of the softmax structure.
Codevilla et al. [3] designed a deep structure with multiple
branches for end-to-end driving through imitation learning.
Based on the high-level commands from the global path
planner, outputs from the specific branch are applied to
the mobile agent.
Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms also show sur-
prising effects in end-to-end navigation. Zhang et al. [8] ex-
plored the target-arriving ability of a mobile robot through
RL based on a single depth image. Their policy can also
quickly adapt to new situations through successor features.
For autonomous driving, RL algorithms are also considered
to train an intelligent agent through interaction with sim-
ulated environments like Carla [1]. Liang et al. [9] used
the model weight trained through imitation learning as the
initialization of their reinforcement learning policy, while
Tai et al. [10] proposed to solve the socially compliant
navigation problem through inverse RL. However, all of
the methods above directly deploy the learned policy on
related platforms. None of them considers the uncertainty
of the decision.
B. Uncertainty in learning-based decision making
The uncertainty in deep learning is derived from the
Bayesian deep learning [11] approaches, where aleatoric
uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty are extracted through
specific learning structures [12]. Recently, computer vision
researchers have started to leverage those uncertainties on
related applications, like balancing the weight of differ-
ent loss items for multi-task visual perception [13]. The
uncertainty estimation helps the deep Bayesian models to
achieve state-of-the-art results on various computer vision
benchmarks, including semantic segmentation and depth
regression.
In terms of decision making in robotics, Kahn et al. [14]
proposed an uncertainty-aware model-based reinforcement
learning method to update the confidence for a specific
obstacle iteratively. During the training phase, the agent
behaves more carefully in unfamiliar scenarios at the begin-
ning. Based on this work, Lutjens et al. [15] explored more
complex pedestrian-rich environments. The uncertainty was
further considered for the exploitation and exploration
balance in their implementation [15]. Henaff et al. [16] fo-
cused on the out-of-distribution data where an uncertainty
cost was used to represent the divergence of the test sample
from the training states. However, all of the methods above
follow a pipeline using multiple stochastic forward passes
through Dropout to estimate the epistemic uncertainty [12].
The time-consuming computation potentially limits these
methods in scenarios which ask for real-time deployment
ability.
A highly related work is the work of Choi et al.
[17]. They proposed a novel uncertainty estimation method
where a single feedforward is enough for uncertainty
acquisition. However, they only tested their method in the
state space. In this paper, we aim to tackle a much more
difficult visual-based navigation problem.
C. Visual domain adaptation
For a policy trained in simulated environments or based
on datasets collected from simulated environments, the gap
with the testing world (e.g. the real world) is always an
essential problem. In the following, we mainly review the
policy transferring methods through image translation.
One probable solution is the so-called sim-to-real, where
synthetic images are translated to the realistic domain [18].
With an additional adaptation step for each training itera-
tion, the whole training-deployment procedure is inevitably
slowed down.
Another direction is real-to-sim, where real-world im-
ages are translated back to simulated environments. Zhang
et al. [2] extended the CycleGAN [19] framework with a
shift loss, which improves the consistency of the generated
image streams. They achieved great improvements on the
Carla [1] navigation benchmark. Muller et al. [20] firstly
perceived a real-world RGB image as a segmentation mask
which is used to generate path points through a learned
policy network.
For the purely unsupervised image-to-image transla-
tion problem, unlike the previous deterministic transla-
tion model [19], multimodel mapping has received lots
of attention from computer vision researchers [21], [22],
[23]. Their goal is translating an image from the source
domain to a conditional distribution of the related im-
age in the target domain. This is a naturally applicable
method for a robotic task because the training domain of
the policy networks always contains data collected from
various conditions (e.g. different weathers [3], [2]) for
better generalization ability.
III. AN EXPLANATION OF Aleatoric UNCERTAINTY
As mentioned before, there are two types of uncer-
tainty in deep learning as introduced in [11] and [12],
the aleatoric uncertainty and the epistemic uncertainty.
The epistemic uncertainty is the model uncertainty, which
can be reduced by adding enough data. However, it is
commonly realized through stochastic Dropout forward
passes, which cost too much time to be applied in real time.
In this paper, we mainly consider the aleatoric uncertainty,
the data uncertainty.
Following the heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainty setup
in [12], a regression task can be represented as
[y˜, σ˜] = fθ(x), (1)
L(θ) = 1
2
‖y − y˜‖2
σ˜2
+
1
2
log σ˜2. (2)
Here, x is the input data, y and y˜ are the groundtruth
regression target and the predicted result. σ˜ is another
output of the model and can represent the standard variance
of the data x, and θ is the model weight of the regression
model.
We provide an explanation for σ˜ to show why it can
represent the standard variance or the uncertainty of x.
Suppose that there is a subset Ψ of the training dataset,
{xi,yi}Nψi=1 with size Nψ . For the prediction and the uncer-
tainty, {y˜i, σ˜i : [y˜i, σ˜i] = fθψ (xi)}Nψi=1. The optimization
target of this subset is
minL(θψ) = min
Nψ∑
i
1
2
‖yi − y˜i‖2
σ˜2i
+
1
2
log σ˜2i . (3)
θψ is the model weight to optimize for this subset Ψ.
Assume that all the xi in this subset are exactly the same,
as xψ . Because of the limitations of human labelling, they
may be labelled with conflicting ground truths (like the
noise labels around object boundaries in [12]). Then, the
model will output the same prediction y˜ψ and uncertat-
inty σ˜ψ for all of {xi}Nψi=1 as [y˜ψ, σ˜ψ] = fθψ (xψ). The
minimization target turns to
minL(θψ) = min
Nψ∑
i
1
2
‖yi − y˜ψ‖2
σ˜2ψ
+
1
2
log σ˜2ψ. (4)
Considering that y˜ψ and σ˜ψ are conditionally independent
on xψ , σ˜ψ can be derived through the first-order derivative
as
∂L(θψ)
∂σ˜ψ
=
Nψ∑
i
−‖yi − y˜ψ‖
2
σ˜3ψ
+
1
σ˜ψ
=
Nψ∑
i
−‖yi − y˜ψ‖
2
σ˜3ψ
+
1
σ˜ψ
= 0
⇒
Nψ∑
i
‖yi − y˜ψ‖2
σ˜3ψ
=
Nψ
σ˜ψ∑Nψ
i ‖yi − y˜ψ‖2
Nψ
= σ˜2ψ. (5)
For the model fθψ , it makes sense to output yψ as the
mean of {yi}Nψi=1. And that is why σ˜2ψ , as the prediction
variance of the {yi}Nψi=1, can be regarded as the uncertainty
of {xi,yi}Nψi=1. For a decision-making task, even though
at some point, the model cannot predict a good enough
command, it should know this prediction is uncertain but
not directly deploy it.
IV. IMPLEMENTATIONS
A. Carla navigation dataset and benchmark
As mentioned in [2], it is difficult to evaluate the
autonomous driving policy under a common benchmark
in the real world. Thus, we use the Carla driving dataset1
to train the visual-based navigation policy. Then for the
evaluation, we can naturally deploy it through the Carla
navigation benchmark [1], [3] under an unseen extreme
weather condition. The distribution of the Carla dataset
[1] and the benchmark details are available in [24].
The collected expert dataset of Carla includes four
different weather conditions (daytime, daytime after rain,
clear sunset and daytime hard rain). The original experi-
ments in [1] tested its policy under cloudy daytime and soft
rain at sunset. However, considering these two weathers are
not available in the provided dataset for domain adaptation,
we resplit the Carla driving dataset into a training domain
(daytime, daytime after rain, clear sunset) and testing
domain (daytime hard rain), as shown in Fig. 2, following
the setup in [2]. The vehicle speed, ground truth actions
1https://github.com/carla-simulator/imitation-learning
(a) daytime (b) daytime after rain
(c) clear sunset (d) daytime hard rain
Fig. 2: Carla weather conditions considered in this paper:
training conditions including (a) daytime, (b) daytime after
rain and (c) clear sunset and the testing condition (d)
daytime hard rain.
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Fig. 3: The uncertainty-aware imitation learning pipeline
of this paper. Based on the branched structure of the con-
ditional imitation learning [3], a first-person-view image
and the related velocity are taken as the input of the
network. The final output is from the branch decided by
the corresponding high-level command. The network also
further generates uncertainties matching each output. The
loss function is described in Section IV-B.
and related measurements are also provided by the dataset
[1] and considered by our policy model.
The final testing environment under daytime hard rain is
very challenging. We believe that the difficulty in deploying
the policy through visual domain transformation from the
testing domain to the training domain (test-to-train) in this
paper can be regarded as comparable to the previous real-
to-sim experiments [2], [5].
B. Uncertainty-aware Imitation Learning
We first introduce the framework of the policy network,
which is the proposed uncertainty-aware imitation learning
network, as shown in Fig. 3. The backbone of our policy
network is based on the conditional imitation learning
network [3] for visual-based navigation.
For this framework, the training dataset includes all
three kinds of weather in the training domain mentioned
in Section IV-A. In each forward step, an RGB Image xt
from the training dataset and the related vehicle’s speed
vt are taken as the input to the network. The extracted
features are passed to four different branches with the
same structures. A high-level command ht (straight, left,
Fig. 4: The stochastic visual domain transformation struc-
ture following [21]. The training domain Xtrain consists
of three weather conditions and the testing domain Xtest
is under a specific weather condition. These two domains
share the same content space and maintain their own style
space. The setting pipeline is explained in Section IV-C.
right, follow line) from the global path planner decides that
output from which the branch will be chosen as the final
prediction. The output consists of the predicted action a˜t
and its estimated uncertainty σ˜t. In practice, as in [12],
we let the netowrk predict the log variance u˜t := log σ˜2t .
The action a˜t is actually a vector including accelaration a˜at ,
steering a˜st , and braking a˜
b
t , with their related uncertainties
u˜at , u˜
s
t , and u˜
b
t repectively.
We use θp to represent the weight of the policy network.
aat , a
s
t and a
b
t represent the groundtruth actions from the
collected dataset. The policy prediction process fθp and our
uncertainty-aware loss function Lp are as follows:
[a˜at , a˜
s
t , a˜
b
t , u˜
a
t , u˜
s
t , u˜
b
t ] = f
θp(xt, vt, ht) (6)
Lp(θp) = 1
2
exp(−u˜at )‖aat − a˜at ‖2 +
1
2
u˜at
+
1
2
exp(−u˜st)‖ast − a˜st‖2 +
1
2
u˜st
+
1
2
exp(−u˜bt )‖abt − a˜bt ‖2 +
1
2
u˜bt . (7)
C. Stochastic real(test)-to-sim(train) Transformation
For the unsupervised real-to-sim pipeline, previous
works [5], [2] are based on a deterministic structure
like CycleGAN [19]. In this paper, we mainly consider
stochastic multimodel translation [21] through GAN. The
training domain, with three different kinds of weather,
is represented as Xtrain, and the testing domain, with
a single weather condition, is represented as Xtest, as
shown in Fig. 4. These two domains are supposed to
maintain their distinguishable style space (Stest and Strain)
but share a common content space Ccont. The stochastic
model contains an encoder (Etest,Etrain) and a decoder
(Dtest,Dtrain) for each of the domains. The training
procedure follows the setup in [21]. For example, an image
x1 ∼ Xtrain sampled from the training domain can be
encoded to its style code s1 and content code c1 by
the training domain encoder Etrain. The training domain
decoder can also combine these two codes to generate x˜1
as the reconstruction of x1 as follows:
[c1, s1] = Etrain(x1) (8)
x˜1 = Dtrain(c1, s1). (9)
For the cross-domain translation, the testing domain de-
coder Dtest combines a random style code sˆ2 from the
testing domain and the content code c1 to generate the
translated image x˜1→2. The testing domain encoder Etest
takes this translated image as input and generates c˜1 and
s˜2 as the reconstruction of c1 and sˆ2 as follows:
x˜1→2 = Dtest(c1, sˆ2) (10)
[c˜1, s˜2] = Etest(x˜1→2). (11)
(sˆ2, s˜2), (c1, c˜1), and (x1, x˜1) are constrained by L1 loss.
A discriminator of the GAN structure is used to distin-
guish x˜1→2 from the original testing domain images. We
skip the reconstruction of the testing domain image and
the translation procedure from the testing domain to the
training domain. The content code is a 2D matrix with
a size corresponding to the input image. The style code
is a vector with eight individually sampled numbers from
the normal distribution. Note that the whole pipeline is
unsupervised. Images from the two domains do not need
to be paired for the training.
D. Deloyment phase
In the deployment phase, the final forward pipeline is
shown in Fig. 1. We list all steps in Algorithm 1. After the
training of all model weights, fθp (Section IV-B), Etest,
Etrain, and Dtrain (Section IV-C), the whole piepline
can be deployed in the testing environment. In each time
step, an image xt collected from the sensor mounted on
the vehicle in the Carla environment under the testing
weather condition (daytime hard rain) is firstly taken to
the encoder of the testing domain Etest to encode the
content code ct. The style codes {s′tj}Mj=1 can be encoded
from the sampled training domain images {x′tj}Mj=1 by
the training domain encoder Etrain, or directly sampled
from a normal distribution. Through the training domain
decoder Dtrain, the original input image xt is translated to
various generated images {x˜tj}Mj=1 under different training
domain styles. Those generated images will be processed
by the pre-trained uncertainty-aware imitation learning
policy network fθp . Thus, we get actions and uncertainties
corresponding to all the translated images. Among those
actions, the one with the lowest uncertainty will be finally
deployed to the mobile agent. Here, we skip the details of
the actions (a˜at , a˜
s
t , a˜
b
t ), which are all decided by their own
uncertainties individually.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Model Training
For the stochastic translation model training, we follow
the setup in [21]2 for 1e6 steps with batch size as 1. As
we mentioned before, the training domain Xtrain consists
2https://github.com/NVlabs/MUNIT
Algorithm 1 Real-time deployment pipeline
Pretained model weight fθp ,Etest,Etrain and Dtrain.
// At testing time step t.
Get the real-time image xt ∼ Xtest.
Get the related velocity vt and high-level command ht.
Encode the content code of xt: [ct,− ] = Etest(xt).
if Encode style codes from images in Xtrain, then
Sample off-line images {x′tj}Mj=1 ∼ Xtrain.
Encode style codes {s′tj}Mj=1 of the selected style
images: [−, s′tj ] = Etrain(x′tj).
else
Randomly sample style codes {s′tj}Mj=1 from the nor-
mal distribution.
end if
Images translation {x˜tj}Mj=1 : x˜tj = Dtrain(ct, s′tj).
Generate actions through the policy network
{a˜tj , u˜tj}Mj=1 : [a˜tj , u˜tj ] = fθp(x˜tj , vt, ht).
Locate the minimal uncertainty: j∗ = argminj{u˜tj}Mj=1.
Output and deploy a˜tj∗ .
of three weather conditions and the testing domain Xtest
only contains the images under daytime hard rain. The
size of original images in the Carla dataset is 200×88. To
maintain enough information in the content code, they are
resized to 256 × 256 for the stochastic image translation.
After that, we get the trained encoders (Etest,Etrain) and
decoders (Dtest,Dtrain), and they are used in the final
forward pipeline, as shown in Section IV-D.
The training of uncertainty-aware imitation learning
follows the branched structure of conditional imitation
learning [3], [24]. We train all the training domain images
(481600 images under three kinds of weather) for 90
epochs with a batch size of 1000. As in the original setup in
[3], we also try several different network structures for the
uncertainty estimation. Experiments show that the current
structure processing the feature of the image and the veloc-
ity through another four branches outputting uncertainties
of actions corresponding to the four high-level commands
is the most effective. The code for the imitation learning
policy training is available online.3 We implement all the
code through Pytorch and all the training is finished by an
NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU.
B. Model Evaluation
Finally, we conduct experiments on the Carla navigation
benchmark mentioned in Section IV-A. We compare dif-
ferent strategies both for the policy model and the visual
domain transformation methods as follows:
For the policy model, we compare two different setups:
• CIL: Map the state to the action without considering
the uncertainty as the original conditional imitation
learning structure [3]. The output is directly deployed
to the vehicle.
• UAIL: Take the uncertainty as an output of the
network as described in Section IV-B. When using
3https://github.com/onlytailei/carla cil pytorch
Policy model CIL UAIL
Visual trans. model Direct CycleGAN Direct CycleGAN Stoc.-Single. Stoc.-Random. Stoc.-Cross
Sucess rate(%) 0.0/- 34.7/- 14.7/16.0 44.0/56.0 50.1/60.0 54.7/64.0 60.0/64.0
Ave. distance to goal travelled(%) 5.2/- 55.7/- 25.8/29.5 66.4/78.0 73.0/76.3 62.1/67.8 75.8/79.3
Ave. distance
travelled between
two infractions
in Nav. dynamic
(km)
Opposite lane 0.26/- 0.83/- 4.43/6.23 1.44/1.77 6.91/11.05 11.66/20.67 12.74/24.58
Sidewalk 0.38/- 1.29/- 1.26/1.68 2.10/3.16 3.72/4.42 3.79/5.17 5.78/7.70
Collision-static 0.16/- 0.77/- 0.37/0.52 1.22/1.75 2.46/3.16 3.03/6.20 9.56/23.09
Collision-car 0.27/- 0.59/- 0.56/0.67 0.75/0.99 1.78/2.15 0.61/0.64 2.04/2.14
Collision-ped. 4.60/- 7.29/- 0.39/0.61 8.07/8.85 8.17/11.04 5.95/10.34 9.87/23.58
TABLE I: Quantitative experiments of the Carla dynamic navigation benchmark [1]. For the imitation learning policy,
we compare our UAIL with the multi-domain (CIL) policy results in [2]. The proposed uncertainty-aware imitation
learning policy overtakes the original CIL in all the metrics under both direct deployment (Direct) and deterministic
transformation through CycleGAN. For different visual domain adaptation methods under the UAIL policy model, the
stochastic methods show much better performances compared with Direct and CycleGAN. Among them, the proposed
Stocastic-Cross, considering both the randomization and the directional training styles, achieves the best performance.
All the results are shown as the average/max values of the three benchmark trials. Higher means better for all metrics.
multiple visual inputs, the action with the lowest
uncertainty is chosen as the final command.
For the visual domain adaptation methods, five strategies
are compared:
• Direct: Directly deploy the control policy in the
testing environment without any visual domain adap-
tations.
• CycleGAN: Transfer the real-time image to a specific
training condition through CycleGAN [19] determin-
istically.
• Stochastic-Single: Directionally transfer the input im-
age to a specific training weather condition based on
the style image from the training domain.
• Stochastic-Random: Randomly sample three style
codes to decode the translated images.
• Stochastic-Cross: Directionally transfer the real-time
image to all the three training weather conditions
based on the style images from the training domain.
For the Stochastic-Single and Stochastic-Cross transfer
methods, the style codes are encoded from style images
in the training domain. We prepare ten images for each
of the training weather conditions. They are randomly
sampled from the training dataset under the related weather
condition. In each step, Stochastic-Single samples one style
image from the related weather condition and Stochastic-
Cross samples three style images from each of the training
conditions, respectively.
The Carla navigation benchmark consists of four tasks,
Straight, One turn, Navigation and Navigation with dy-
namic obstacles, where the vehicle need to finish 25
different navigation routes in each task. Since the first
three tasks do not consider any pedestrians or vehicles in
the environment, previous methods [3], [2] have achieved
considerable generalization results on these tasks. However,
in this paper, we mainly consider the most challenging
task, Navigation with dynamic obstacles, under the testing
weather condition.4
We run each of the setups three times and show the
4The uncertainty-aware policy is a little bit conservative, so we relax
the time limit for each trial. However, this does not affect the results of
infractions in Table. I
average/max result through the related benchmarks in Table
I. As a deterministic transfer method, we build three
transfer models between each training weather condition
and the testing weather condition through CycleGAN. In
each benchmark trial, one specific transfer model is used.
The stochastic model can generate various stylized images
through a batch operation. However, to achieve such pro-
cessing through CycleGAN, we need to input the real-time
image to each of the deterministic transfer models one-
by-one, which is both time and resource-consuming. So
the three benchmark experiments on CycleGAN are under
a specific training weather condition for each time. It is
the same for the Stochastic-Single method, except that the
specific training style image is sampled from the prepared
subset with a size of ten, as mentioned before.
We do not show the result of combining the CIL policy
model with the stochastic transfer models because, without
uncertainties, there is no reason to choose the specific one
among the actions generated through various input images.
The results of CIL policy are referred from [2], where their
multi-domain policy is what we mean by CIL here. The
results in [2] do not provide the max value of their trials.
Among the different policy models under Direct deploy-
ment and transformation with CycleGAN, our proposed
UAIL shows great improvements in all of the metrics of the
Carla navigation benchmark. In the comparison of different
transformation methods, Stochastic-Cross shows the best
generalization under the testing weather condition.
To understand the selection mechanism under our pro-
posed UAIL and Stochastic-Cross pipeline, we show two
typical uncertainty estimation examples during the testing
in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5-I, the outputs of actions and
uncertainties between different translated images are quite
close to each other, even though we choose the actions
from the last image based on the lowest uncertainty. Since
the straight line scenario is the most common one in the
training dataset and the decision is relatively simple to
make. The dynamic and challenging turning scenario in
Fig. 5-II is what we are particularly aiming to solve. The
second transferred image under Clear Sunset outputs a very
tiny steering command which could potentially cause a
collision with the car in front.
(I) (II)
High-level command:
Follow line
High-level command:
Turn right
Real-time image Real-time image
Transferred images Transferred imagesActions/Uncertainties Actions/Uncertainties
Fig. 5: Two examples for the proposed pipeline UAIL
with Stochastic-Cross. The final commands with the lowest
uncertainties are labelled. For the straight line in (I), which
is a relatively clean environment, the uncertainties from all
the generated images are almost the same. For the more
complex dynamic environment with the turning condition
in (II), the chosen steering command a˜st3 is much safer.
Without an effective steering command, a collision will
happen like the a˜st2.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a deployment pipeline for a visual-based
navigation policy under the real-to-sim structure. Through
considering the aleatoric data uncertainty and the stochas-
tic transformation when translating the testing image back
to the training domain, a safer action selection mecha-
nism is constructed for end-to-end driving. Experiments
on deploying the pre-trained policy in an unknown extreme
weather condition through the Carla navigation benchmark
show that our proposed pipeline provides a more certain
and robust solution.
For future work, finally transferring the trained policy
to real-world autonomous driving in a challenging envi-
ronment would be an exciting next step. Considering the
consistency of image streams, like in [2], could be another
future direction. Furthermore, this alternative decision-
making pipeline may also guide the improvement of the
model training for challenging samples. Related model
augmentation towards more robust generalization could
also be performed.
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